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ABSTRACT: The energetics and kinetics of the missing-row
reconstruction (MRR) and missing-row island formation on
the Cu(100) surface are investigated using density functional
theory calculations. We ﬁnd that copper ejection from the c(2
× 2) surface is made energetically possible by the presence of
surface-adsorbed O2 molecules. The barrier for MRR
formation via this ejection mechanism is calculated to be
0.96 eV, consistent with the experimentally observed
formation temperature of 400 K. The reaction pathways
between Cu and O2 result in the formation of Cu−O chains
on the c(2 × 2) surface, which can grow from the −O−Cu−
O− trimer at least up to the −Cu−O−Cu−O−Cu− pentamer.
Remarkably, these chains can both diﬀuse rapidly and change their orientation on the surface, allowing them to assemble into
longer Cu−O chains. Facile diﬀusion of the Cu−O chains occurs via a collective mechanism which limits the number of broken
Cu−O bonds. Perpendicular to the Cu−O rows, the chains hop ﬁrst at one end and then the other. Parallel, the chains move as
an inchworm does, again, one end advancing before the other. When two Cu−O chains become parallel neighbors, they are able
to pull additional Cu atoms from the c(2 × 2) subsurface with a barrier of 0.65 eV, forming an MRR island with the MRR
structure both in the surface and subsurface layers. The set of oxidation and diﬀusion mechanisms calculated here provide a
detailed picture of MRR and MRR island formation on the Cu(100) surface.

1. INTRODUCTION

islands; and (3) the nucleation of Cu2O islands with oxygen in
the subsurface.
Step 1, which has been widely studied using experimental
and computational techniques, is of particular interest.11−24
Early reports showed that the c(2 × 2) phase evolves into the
MRR structure at oxygen coverages around 0.5 monolayers
(ML).11,12,20,25−27 Using STM,16 Jensen et al. inferred that the
MRR is formed through the ejection of Cu from every fourth
row of the c(2 × 2) surface. This mechanism by which the
MRR is initiated from c(2 × 2) domains was supported by
subsequent experimental studies.15,18,22 Theoretical studies
have also explored the mechanism of transition from c(2 ×
2) to MRR at the atomic scale. Using density functional theory
(DFT) calculations, Lee et al.28 proposed a Cu ejection and
diﬀusion path with a barrier as high as 2 eV. Kangas et al.29
suggested another mechanism in which Cu adatoms are
introduced on the c(2 × 2) surface, lowering the barrier for
Cu ejection to 0.54 eV.
In comparison with the MRR formation (step 1), there are
far fewer studies to address the subsequent changes in surface

Upon exposure to an oxygen atmosphere, metal surfaces
typically undergo a series of phase transitions starting from
oxygen chemisorption, to oxygen-induced surface reconstruction, to bulk oxide formation. The interaction between oxygen
and a metal surface has received much attention due to its
critical role in many important applications1−7 such as
heterogeneous catalysis, surface passivation, and thin-ﬁlm
processing. It has recently been shown that the catalytic
performance of some oxides is better than that of their pure
metal counterparts.3,8 These applications provide motivation
for a fundamental study of how metal surfaces respond to
adsorbed oxygen at diﬀerent coverages and the mechanism
governing surface oxide layer formation.
Oxygen chemisorption on the Cu(100) surface, as a model
system, has been extensively studied. On the basis of
investigations using X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS)
and scanning tunneling microscopy (STM), the oxidation of
the Cu(100) surface proceeds in three distinct steps:9,10 (1)
dissociative adsorption of O2, the formation of the Cu-c(2 × 2)
phase, and the Cu-(2√2 × √2)R45°-O missing-row
reconstruction (MRR) at an oxygen coverage of 0.5 monolayers
(MLs); (2) the growth of well-ordered protruding missing-row
© 2017 American Chemical Society
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Figure 1. (a) MEP plot for Cu atom ejection in the presence of an O2 molecule on the Cu(100)-c(2 × 2) surface. (b) Upper panels are top views,
and the lower panels are side views of the key intermediate (IM) and transition states (TS). For illustration purposes, the top-layer Cu and O atoms
are depicted as blue and red spheres, and the substrate Cu atoms are gray; adsorbed O and prominent Cu atoms are magenta and green, respectively.
The ejected Cu is labeled with an E.

morphology (steps 2 and 3).30−33 Using XPS and STM,9
Lampimaki et al. identiﬁed well-ordered missing-row islands
which are 1.8 Å higher than the surrounding substrate. They
attributed the formation of these islands to the release of
surface Cu atoms during the MRR formation. Lahtonen et al.10
found that the interface between the islands and substrate plays
a key role in the subsequent oxidation and the growth of Cu2O
islands. Kangas et al. and Lee et al. used DFT calculations34−36
to demonstrate that the concentration of subsurface oxygen is
the key to oxide formation.
Despite numerous studies, there is still a lack of fundamental
understanding of the crossover between oxygen chemisorption
and subsequent surface reconstruction(s). Although Lee and
Kangas proposed two diﬀerent mechanisms by which Cu atoms
are pulled from the substrate to form a surface oxide, we do not
expect either to be facile under typical experimental conditions.
The Lee mechanism28 has a barrier of 2 eV and will therefore
not proceed at 400 K when oxidation is observed
experimentally.9,10 The Kangas mechanism29 is also unlikely
because it requires the presence of Cu adatoms, which are
energetically unfavorable on the surface and would be saturated
with oxygen under oxidizing conditions.
In this paper, we present a diﬀerent Cu ejection mechanism
which is active in the presence of O2 on the c(2 × 2) surface. In
particular, we discuss how the ejected Cu atoms diﬀuse,
accompanied by O atoms, to form well-ordered missing-row
islands; a topic that is largely unexplored.

approximation functional. The projector augmented wave method
was used to describe the core electrons. Valence electrons were
described by a plane wave basis with a cutoﬀ energy of 350 eV.42,43
The Brillouin-zone integration was performed using a (2 × 2 × 1)
Monkhorst−Pack K-point mesh.44 The surface was modeled by a
periodic slab consisting of four Cu layers. The bottom layer was held
ﬁxed in bulk positions, while atoms in the other layers were relaxed
until their residual forces were less than 0.01 eV/Å. Periodic slabs
along the z-direction were separated by a vacuum region of 15 Å. All of
our calculations were spin-averaged except for those involving free
molecular O2, which was spin polarized. Adsorption was done on one
side of the slab only. In consideration of the fact that long-range
dispersion interactions will play a role in O2 adsorption and
dissociation on the Cu-c(2 × 2) surface, the DFT-D3 method of
Grimme45 was employed to include dispersion interactions within the
PBE calculations. We used the climbing image nudged elastic band
method46 to determine diﬀusion pathways and energy barriers.
The rate constant for each reaction was determined from the energy
barrier according to the harmonic transition state theory:
k = Ae−Ea / kBT

(1)

where A is the prefactor accounting for entropic contributions, Ea is
the activation energy, kB is the Boltzmann constant, and T is the
temperature. For simplicity, all prefactors are taken as 1013/s.

3. RESULTS
3.1. Cu Atom Ejection (MRR Nucleation). The minimum
energy path (MEP) for the surface Cu ejection in the presence
of an adsorbed O2 molecule on the c(2 × 2) surface is shown in
Figures 1a and b. The reaction can be divided into four stages:
O2 adsorption and rearrangement, O2 dissociation, Cu atom
ejection and association to surface O atoms, and ﬁnally Cu
vacancy formation. In the ﬁrst step, the O2 molecule adsorbs on

2. COMPUTATIONAL METHOD
DFT calculations were performed using the Vienna Ab-initio
Simulation Package37−39 with the PBE40,41 generalized gradient
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Figure 2. (a) MEP plot for −O−Cu−O trimer diﬀusion along the [100] direction on the Cu(100)-c(2 × 2) surface with (b) intermediate and
transition states. The color scheme is as in Figure 1.

the c(2 × 2) surface to form the IM1. The adsorption energy is
−0.16 eV, including dispersion interactions calculated with the
DFT-D3 method. Then, two Cu atoms in IM1 rise slightly out
of the surface (IM2) with a barrier of 0.45 eV. Next, O2
dissociates into two O atoms, and they combine with a Cu
atom (IM3) to form a stable −O−Cu−O− trimer with a
barrier of 0.52 eV. The O2 dissociation results in a signiﬁcant
energy drop of 1.03 eV with respect to O2 in the gas phase.
After O2 dissociation, the inclusion of van der Waals
interactions results in only a minor change in the energetics
and is not considered in the following calculations. In the third
step, the O atoms pull two Cu atoms out of the surface with a
barrier of 0.3 eV to form a short −Cu−O− chain (IM4) lying
∼2.0 Å higher than the c(2 × 2) surface. Finally, one end (the
lower magenta O in the top view of Figure 1b) of the raised
−Cu−O− chain swings to an adjacent hollow site, forming a
Cu vacancy. The energy barrier for this step is 0.68 eV, and the
ﬁnal state (IM5) is 0.16 eV higher than IM4. The highest
barrier in the Cu ejection process is 0.96 eV, produced by the
transit from IM3 to IM5. From O2 in the gas phase to the
formation of the Cu vacancy on the c(2 × 2) surface, the
energy released is 0.56 eV.
In our mechanism, the Cu ejection barrier is reduced to less
than 1.0 eV in the presence of an O2 molecule. The low barrier
indicates that this reaction can readily proceed at the
temperature when Cu(100) oxidation is observed experimentally (373−500 K). The energy decrease along the reaction
path implies that the transition is thermodynamically favorable.
3.2. Cu−O Units Growth and Diﬀusion. Once a Cu atom
is ejected from the surface, a natural question to ask is if the
Cu−O units are mobile and if the Cu−O chain will grow longer

before it diﬀuses away from the vacancy site. To answer these
questions, we investigate possible Cu−O growth and diﬀusion
mechanisms in the following sections.
3.2.1. −O−Cu−O− Trimer Diﬀusion. There are two
possible directions for the −O−Cu−O− trimer to diﬀuse on
the c(2 × 2) surface. One is along the [100] direction, as shown
in Figures 2a and b; the other is along the [010] direction, as
shown in Figures 3a and b. The side views of these two
diﬀusion paths are shown in Figures S1 and S2 (Supporting
Information).
Starting from IM5 in Figure 2b, two steps are involved in the
diﬀusion of the −O−Cu−O− trimer along the [100] direction.
The ﬁrst step is that the −O−Cu−O− trimer leaves the Cu
vacancy or premissing row (column in the ﬁgure). The second
is that the −O−Cu−O− trimer diﬀuses on the c(2 × 2) surface
away from the Cu vacancy. From IM5 to IM7, the Cu vacancy
is separated from the ejected Cu, nucleating an MRR unit.
From IM7 to IM10, the upper magenta O leaves the hollow site
to attach on the top of the Cu atom in the right neighbor,
pulling it out of the surface. Simultaneously, the lower magenta
O falls into the hollow site on the right, and the connected Cu
atom drops back into the surface. The intermediate IM9
contains a stable tetrahedral structure composed of one O atom
and three Cu atoms. Escaping from IM9 to IM10 requires a
high barrier of 1.0 eV. The subsequent diﬀusion starting from
IM10 to the end of the path is facile with barriers less than 0.2
eV. From IM7 to IM12, the −O−Cu−O− trimer moves one
[100]-(1 × 2) lattice spacing on the c(2 × 2) surface.
The MEP plot and intermediate images of the −O−Cu−O−
trimer diﬀusing along the [010] direction are shown in Figures
3a and b, respectively. Once a vacancy has formed, the trimer
1474
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Figure 3. (a) MEP plot for the −O−Cu−O trimer diﬀusing along the [010] direction on the Cu(100)-c(2 × 2) surface with (b) ﬁgures of
intermediate and transition states.

Figure 4. (a) The MEP plot for the −Cu−O−Cu−O− tetramer chain formation on the Cu (100)-c(2 × 2) surface with (b) ﬁgures of intermediate
and transition states.

ejected Cu atom. While the trimer can diﬀuse, it can also
facilitate the ejection of one more Cu atoms from the surface.
In order to make a −Cu−O−Cu−O− tetramer chain, an
adjacent Cu atom diﬀuses to fully eject the second Cu atom
(shown as green in Figure 4b). The reaction barrier to form the
tetramer structure is 0.32 eV, as shown in Figure 4a, leaving two
vacancies along the missing column (IM6°) and decreasing the
system energy by 0.16 eV.

can diﬀuse along the vacancy row. In the process, the terminal
O either connects to a hollow site on the surface or pulls
another Cu atom out of the surface to form a bridge
conﬁguration. The highest barrier for this process is 0.74 eV,
which is slightly lower than that of the trimer diﬀusion along
the [100] direction, owing to the absence of trap states such as
IM9 in Figure 2b.
3.2.2. −Cu−O−Cu−O− Tetramer Formation and Diﬀusion. In the trimer structure, two O atoms are bound to one
1475
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Figure 5. (a) MEP plot for −Cu−O−Cu−O tetramer diﬀusion along the [100] direction on the Cu(100)-c(2 × 2) surface with (b) intermediate
and transition states.

The −Cu−O−Cu−O− tetramer is able to diﬀuse along both
Cartesian directions of the c(2 × 2) surface. Figures 5a and b
show the diﬀusion along the [100] direction, and Figures 6a
and b show the diﬀusion along the [010] direction. The side
views of these two diﬀusion paths are shown in Figures S3 and
S4.
In Figures 5a and b, similar to the trimer diﬀusion, the −Cu−
O−Cu−O− tetramer diﬀuses along the [100] direction in two
steps. From IM6° to IM7°, the tetramer diﬀuses away from the
vacancies with a barrier of 0.31 eV. From the IM7° to IM11°,
the −Cu−O−Cu−O− tetramer completes a diﬀusion step on
the c(2 × 2) surface. The top terminal Cu moves to the
adjacent column, attaching to another O in the surface. The
bottom terminal O then moves to the adjacent hollow site. The
diﬀusion barrier is 0.50 eV.
Figures 6a and b depict the energy landscape of the −Cu−
O−Cu−O− tetramer diﬀusion along the [010] direction. In
this path, the tetramer diﬀuses alongside the vacancies. The
terminal Cu moves along the [010] direction to the adjacent
row and attaches with the O atom in the surface next to a
vacancy. The terminal O moves down to the adjacent hollow
site as well. The highest barrier is calculated as 0.65 eV,
corresponding to breaking one Cu−O bond (TS5*).
3.2.3. −Cu−O−Cu−O−Cu− Pentamer Formation and
Diﬀusion. Similar to the formation of the −Cu−O−Cu−O−
tetramer, one more Cu can be pulled out from IM6° to form
the −Cu−O−Cu−O−Cu− pentamer. At this point, two O
atoms from the O2 dissociation are maximally coordinated to
three Cu atoms. To form the pentamer, the bottom Cu atom in
the vacancy row pushes up one adjacent Cu atom in the surface
to form the raised −Cu−O−Cu−O−Cu− pentamer, as shown
in Figure 7. This process requires an energy barrier of 0.51 eV

(TS4∧), resulting in three vacancies in the missing column
(IM7∧).
The diﬀusion paths for the pentamer on the c(2 × 2) surface
along the [100] and [010] directions are shown in Figures 8
and 9, respectively. The side views of these two diﬀusion paths
can be found in Figures S5 and S6. In Figure 8, one of terminal
Cu atoms in the pentamer (IM7∧) ﬁrst diﬀuses away from the
vacancies with a barrier (TS5∧) of 0.36 eV. The other terminal
Cu atom then follows in a similar way with a barrier of 0.37 eV.
From IM9∧ to IM12∧, the −Cu−O−Cu−O−Cu− pentamer is
essentially separated from the vacancy row and diﬀuses on the
perfect c(2 × 2) surface. One terminal Cu atom moves one
[100]-(1 × 2) lattice spacing to connect to the next column O
atom in the substrate, and then the other terminal Cu atom
moves sequentially to attach to another O located in the same
column as the ﬁrst. The pentamer diﬀusion mechanism is
reminiscent of a line segment walking along the surface with
two legs. The overall diﬀusion barrier of this walking
mechanism (TS8∧) is 0.43 eV.
The process for pentamer diﬀusion along the [010] direction
is simple (Figures 9a and b). Continuing from IM8∧ in Figure
8b, where two terminal Cu atoms of the pentamer connect two
O atoms in the substrate diagonally spanning two square units
of O, the top terminal Cu atom detaches and moves one O site
down with a barrier of 0.51 eV. Now the pentamer spans one
square unit of O, as shown in Figure 9b (IM9+). The other
terminal Cu atom moves in the same way to connect the
adjacent O atom down in the [010] direction (IM10+) with a
barrier of 0.74 eV. We also considered a diﬀusion path starting
from IM7∧ in Figure 8b, where both terminal Cu atoms in the
pentamer always connect to two O atoms in the same column.
The barrier for this path, however, is higher at 0.86 eV.
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Figure 6. (a) MEP plot for −Cu−O−Cu−O tetramer diﬀusion along the [010] direction on the Cu (100)-c(2 × 2) surface with (b) ﬁgures of
intermediate and transition states.

Figure 7. (a) MEP plot for −Cu−O−Cu−O−Cu− pentamer chain formation on the Cu (100)-c(2 × 2) surface with (b) ﬁgures of intermediate and
transition states.

The rate-limiting steps for missing-row nucleation and
−Cu−O− diﬀusion are summarized in Figure 10. The largest
barrier among all the atomic processes involved in the
transition between c(2 × 2) and the MRR is 1.0 eV. Once
Cu atoms are ejected from the substrate, the c(2 × 2) surface
operates as diﬀusion channels for −Cu−O− chains. In our
model, there are three species and six possible pathways for the
−Cu−O− chains to diﬀuse on the c(2 × 2) surface. Two
general trends can been seen in this data: (i) chains of all

lengths diﬀuse more easily perpendicular to rather than parallel
to their orientation and (ii) longer chains are more stable.
Although there may be other potential pathways unexplored
here, the low energy barriers for missing-row formation in our
mechanism indicate that these pathways are feasible at 400 K
where the MRR is seen to form experimentally.
3.3. Cu−O Rotation. In the diﬀusion paths mentioned
above, the Cu−O chains are always parallel to the vacancy
rows. A new question is considered here: can the Cu−O units
change their orientation and grow perpendicular to the vacancy
1477
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Figure 8. (a) MEP plot for −Cu−O−Cu−O−Cu− pentamer diﬀusing along the [100] direction on the c(2 × 2) surface with (b) ﬁgures of
intermediate and transition states.

Figure 9. (a) MEP plot for −Cu−O−Cu−O−Cu− pentamer diﬀuse along the [010] direction on the Cu(100)-c(2 × 2) surface with (b) ﬁgures of
intermediate and transition states.
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Figure 10. Schematic of missing-row nucleation and −Cu−O− chain diﬀusion on the Cu(100)-c(2 × 2) surface. The red and green energy barriers
indicate the forward and backward rate-limiting steps in each process, respectively. The blue values indicate relative energies with respect to the O2 in
the gas state.

Figure 11. (a) MEP plot for −Cu−O−Cu−O−Cu− pentamer chain rotation on the Cu (100)-c(2 × 2) surface with (b) ﬁgures of intermediate and
transition states.

process is very similar to that on the perfect c(2 × 2) surface
(as shown in Figure 1). The ejection barrier is 1.0 eV, only 0.06
eV higher than that without vacancies. On the basis of these
NEB calculations, vacancies on c(2 × 2) surface do not
signiﬁcantly aﬀect the Cu ejection process.
3.5. Missing-Row Island Formation. According to
experiments, it is likely that the ejected Cu atoms diﬀuse on
the surface until they are captured by step defects or trapped at
phase boundaries to form monatomic islands.9,10,20,47,48 Atomic
resolution STM imaging indicates that the topographies of the
surface of these ordered islands exhibit the same missing-row
structure as the reconstructed substrate, and they always lie in
either the [001] or [010] direction. On the basis of the
diﬀusion pathways of Cu and O atoms as described above, we
propose a possible path for the missing-row island formation.
Speciﬁcally, the trimer, tetramer, and pentamer (at least) are
expected to merge into longer −Cu−O− chains. The
transformation between −Cu−O− chains and the missingrow reconstruction requires the incorporation of additional Cu
atoms. Although Cu adatoms are highly mobile on the surface,
the probability of a single Cu atom existing under the oxidizing
conditions is low. Therefore, we speculate that the substrate is
an alternative source of Cu atoms. To verify this hypothesis, we

row? We choose the pentamer as an example to address this
issue. The ﬁrst rotation step is the same as the ﬁrst part of the
pentamer diﬀusion along [010], as shown in Figure 9: the top
terminal Cu atom in IM8∧ moves down one O row to form
IM9+. The next step is shown in Figures 11a and b: the top Cu
atom in IM9+ continues moving to the right column with a
barrier of 0.66 eV. Now the orientation of the pentamer is
rotated perpendicular to the vacancy row. The rotation barrier
is comparable to the diﬀusion barriers, and thus the −Cu−O−
protruding units can change their orientation before connecting
into longer chains.
3.4. Cu Ejection near Vacancies. Because surface vacancy
formation is a necessary result of Cu−O formation, there
becomes two types of oxygen adsorption sites: (1) near
vacancies and (2) on the perfect c(2 × 2) surface. To check the
sensitivity of the missing-row growth mechanism to the
presence of vacancies, we put the second O2 molecule on the
c(2 × 2) surface next to two Cu vacancies. Figure 12 shows the
MEP of the second O2 dissociation and −O−Cu−O− trimer
growth near the vacancies. The DFT+D results indicate that the
adsorption energy of O2 is −0.2 eV, and the overall dissociation
barrier is 1.04 eV, a little higher than on the perfect c(2 × 2)
surface. As shown in Figures 12a and b, the subsequent reaction
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Figure 12. (a) MEP plot for Cu atom ejection from the Cu(100)-c(2 × 2) surface near two vacancies. (b) Upper panels are the top views, and lower
panels are the side views of some intermediates and transition states.

start with two −Cu−O− chains located on the c(2 × 2)
surface, as illustrated by IS1 in Figure 13b. The MEP of atomic
Cu ejection from the substrate is shown in Figure 13a. The
barrier for the ﬁrst Cu atom (labeled as 1) pulled out of the
substrate by two −Cu−O− chains is 0.64 eV, and the energy of
the ﬁnal state (IS2) is 1.24 eV lower than that of the initial
state. The second Cu atom (labeled as 2) is pulled out of the
substrate with a similar barrier of 0.67 eV; the system energy
further decreases by 1.14 eV. From IS1 to IS3, the energy
decreases by 2.38 eV. Thus, missing-row island formation
signiﬁcantly increases the stability of the surface.
Because each subsequent Cu atom can follow the same
ejection mechanism, we infer a plausible missing-row island
structure, as shown in Figure 14a. As a row of Cu atoms are
pulled from the substrate to cross-link the surface Cu−O
chains, both the top surface layer and subsurface transform into
the missing-row patterns at the same time. The picture is
clearer when there are more parallel Cu−O chains on the
surface, as shown in Figure 14a. The [100] and [010] two
directions are equivalent on c(2 × 2), so the missing-row
islands can grow along either direction.
In Figure 14a, the missing rows in the surface and subsurface
layer are parallel. The perpendicular structure shown in Figure
14b, however, is energetically more stable. The perpendicular
missing-row island can be obtained by rotating pairs of surface
Cu atoms contained within the −Cu−O− chains 90° to
adjacent sites between two O atoms, as shown in Figure 15.
The atoms of the top layer in the IS1tran require small
rearrangements to form the IS2tran. This is a barrierless
transition, and the energy drops by 0.47 eV. The Cu atom
labeled 1 alongside the missing row rotates to its adjacent site
between two O atoms. The rotating Cu atom binds to two O
atoms to form a −Cu−O− chain perpendicular to the original

chain. The barrier for the ﬁrst Cu rotation is 0.60 eV. The Cu
atom labeled 2 rotates in the same way as the ﬁrst Cu atom, and
the barrier is 0.52 eV. Now in IS4tran, one missing row in the
top layer is perpendicular to the direction of missing row in the
substrate, lowering the energy by 0.74 eV. The Cu atoms
labeled 3 and 4 can rotate in the same way to complete the
transformation to the perpendicular missing-row island, as
shown in Figure 14b. The highest barrier for atom 3 and 4
rotation is 0.64 eV, and the system energy remains the same as
IS4tran.
The atomic structure below the top layer of the missing-row
islands are not known experimentally due to a lack of
characterization tools with suﬃcient ability to resolve the
multilayer atomic structures in small domains. Our simulations,
however, provide a clear prediction about the island structure,
both in the surface and subsurface.
3.6. Facilitating Experimental Veriﬁcation. Molecular
O2 dissociation is a critical step in our proposed oxidation
mechanism. As shown in Figure 10, there is a substantial energy
drop from IM2 to IM3, and the stability of IM3 requires a
barrier of 0.96 eV to form IM5. To help make connection with
experiments, we simulated a STM image of the IM3 structure
shown in Figure 16a. In the simulated STM image, the brightest
features are associated with raised −O−Cu−O− trimers which
look like dumbbells. The remaining small gray spots are the
−Cu−O− chains in the Cu(100)-c(2 × 2) surface. The
concentration of IM3 structures on the surface during the time
scale of oxidation is an important factor for determining the
possibility of IM3 being observed in experiments. Consider the
following reaction:
k1

k2

Cu(100) − c(2 × 2) + O2 (gas) → IM3 → IM5
1480
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Figure 13. (a) MEP for Cu atom ejection from the Cu(100)-c(2 × 2) surface to form parallel missing-row islands. (b) Upper panels are top views,
and lower panels are the side views of the intermediate and transition states. For illustration purposes, the substrate Cu and O atoms are depicted by
gray and red spheres; Cu and O atoms in the add-chains are blue and magenta, respectively, and the ejected Cu atoms are shown as green spheres.

Figure 14. (a) Top and side views of (a) the parallel and (b) the perpendicular missing-row island. Top-layer Cu and O atoms are depicted as blue
and magenta spheres; the substrate Cu and O atoms are gray and red, respectively.

K) due to a persistent high coverage over a time scale of
seconds to minutes.

The values of k1 and k2 are estimated from eq 1 with
corresponding barriers of 0.95 and 0.96 eV, respectively (see
Figure 10). The ﬁrst reverse reaction is neglected because the
barrier is higher than 1.5 eV. In an additional approximation,
IM5 is set to an absorbing state because the process from IM5
to long Cu−O chains is relatively fast and highly exothermic.
IM3 coverage vs time are calculated by solving the rate
equations analytically and are plotted in Figure 16b. We chose
ﬁve diﬀerent temperatures within the experimental range of
oxidation experiments. The IM3 coverage clearly increases
initially and decreases slowly toward equilibrium. It should be
possible to detect the IM3 structure at low temperature (≤350

4. CONCLUSION
DFT calculations were employed to investigate the kinetics and
energetics of phase transition during the early stages of
Cu(100) oxidation. We propose a novel mechanism for Cu
atom ejection from the Cu(100)-c(2 × 2) surface involving
adsorbed O2 molecules. Once O2 dissociates, O atoms promote
the ejection of Cu atoms from the substrate with a barrier of
0.96 eV. We ﬁnd diﬀusion mechanisms by which the Cu and O
atoms diﬀuse away from the vacancies onto the defect-free c(2
× 2) surface. Three Cu−O chain species, the −O−Cu−O−
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Figure 15. (a) MEP plot for Cu atom transition from a parallel missing-row island to form a perpendicular missing-row island and (b) structures of
intermediate conﬁgurations. The top-layer Cu and O atoms are depicted as blue and magenta spheres, and the substrate Cu and O atoms are gray
and red, respectively; the rotating Cu atoms are green. The arrow indicates the direction of the missing row in the top layer.

Figure 16. (a) Simulated STM image for the IM3 structure. (b) IM3 coverage ratio vs time at diﬀerent temperatures.

■

trimer, −Cu−O−Cu−O− tetramer, and −Cu−O−Cu−O−
Cu− pentamer, are found to form and rapidly diﬀuse on the
surface. The concerted mechanisms which facilitate this
diﬀusion involve sequential motion of the chain ends to
maintain Cu−O bonding as much as possible. The Cu−O units
can also rotate perpendicular to the missing row that is created
upon their formation. Neighboring −Cu−O− chains can pull
Cu atoms from the substrates to form two MRR layers with a
barrier of 0.67 eV. The energy decreases with each Cu atom
ejection from the substrate to form these missing-row islands.
Moreover, we ﬁnd the perpendicular missing-row island is more
stable than the parallel missing-row island, and the barrier of
this transition is 0.60 eV. Finally, we suggest possible
experiments to verify the mechanisms of missing-row formation
proposed in this work.
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